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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
The United States Congress mandated the Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) in the 
Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (MTSA) as amended by the Security and Accountability for 
Every Port Act of 2006 (SAFE Port Act).  The mission of the TWIC Program is to design and field a tamper 
resistant credential (referred to as a TWIC Card) for all maritime workers requiring unescorted physical 
access to secure areas of the nation's port facilities, outer continental shelf facilities, and vessels 
regulated under the MTSA, and all U.S. Coast Guard credentialed merchant mariners.  The TWIC 
program is administered by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) with joint management 
responsibility shared by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the U.S. Coast Guard.  TSA 
is responsible for enrollment, identity vetting and credential issuance.  The Coast Guard is responsible 
for enforcement, access control requirements and regulations. 

The TWIC card is subject to visual inspection at points of entry or can be electronically read and 
validated by reader devices which have been deployed by maritime operators.  The TWIC Reader 
Hardware and Card Application Specification (hereafter, referred to as the TWIC Specification) is a set of 
documents issued by the TSA which describes the behavior of the TWIC card application, card interface, 
as well as the reader hardware performance and technical requirements.  The TWIC specification 
addresses both fixed and portable reader devices. 

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) working with the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and other federal agencies established 
in 2012 a process and program to test and qualify products that read, verify, and authenticate the TWIC 
cards used in the TWIC Program.  Products that were deemed to be compliant with the TWIC 
Specification were placed on a list referred to as the TWIC Qualified Technology List (QTL) intended to 
be used by owners and operators of regulated maritime facilities and vessels to assist in their TWIC 
reader purchasing decisions.   

In 2012 the QTL program was established by the TSA TWIC Program Management Office.  The program 
was based on a third party testing laboratory to determine if a vendor’s reader was conformant/in 
compliance with the TWIC reader specification.  This process has been revised to offer an Applicant-
driven self-certification process that will provide an on-going process of TWIC reader qualification by 
self-assessing the conformance of fixed and portable TWIC readers to the TSA TWIC specification(s).  In 
addition to dramatically reducing the overall cost resulting from the use of a third party laboratory for 
the formal certification of TWIC readers, it will permit/enable faster market recognition of those 
Applicant readers that have completed the self-certification process at a pace determined by each 
Applicant. 

 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level overview and assistance to the vendor/applicant 

in the self-certification process of a potential TWIC reader to the Self Certified Qualified Technology List 

(SC QTL) and to provide the vendor/applicant with additional information needed for the following self-

certified processing steps:  
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A) accurately completing the Applicant form and a given product capabilities claims form,  

B) understanding how the completed Application form is used by TSA to determine if a vendor self-

certified testing package need be generated,  

C) describing the major components of the testing package sent to the Applicant, 

D) use and operation/execution  of the package components by the Applicant,  

E) running the product specific suites of tests using TSA supplied test cards to determine 

conformance with the readers intended mode of operation,  

F) producing the test report(s) from the report component of the testing package and  sending the 

report back to TSA,   

G) interacting with TSA for posting the self-certified product on the SC QTL, and 

H) Annually certifying to TSA each SC QTL posted product is unchanged and still available. 

 

2. Definitions 

For the purpose of this document, the relevant definitions given in ISO/IEC  17000, the TWIC SC QTL 

Administrative manual  apply, together with the additional definition: 

Personal Identity Verification – The program used within the U.S. Government for physical and logical 

access to buildings, networks, etc.  Known as PIV. 
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3.0 High Level Overview of the Self-Certified QTL Process 
 

The complete process, detailed in Section 4 of the Self-Certified QTL Administrative Guide and Concepts 

of Operations Version 2.1 January 1, 2021, is illustrated here:  

 

 

FIG. 1 -The Self-Certified QTL Process 

 

The sections that follow focus on “what” needs to happen by the identified responsible party at each 

step in the process.  The “how” a given “what” might be achieved is limited to providing a few 

suggestions when selecting from various options available with respect to each TWIC Specification 

reader mode of operation.  Although there are up to seven possible testing configurations as described 

in the testing procedures document, this navigation guide focuses on the four basic modes of operation 

specified.  The applicant is not required to self-certify their reader across all seven possible 

configurations.  Rather, the applicant will state to TSA the applicant’s product functional claims and TSA 

will review, approve, and provide back to the Applicant the testing and reporting criteria to be applied 

for the Applicant’s product. 
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3.1    Applying to TSA for a Self-Certified Approval and Listing on the SC QTL 
The first step in the applicant-driven self-certification process, culminating in a reader listing on the SC 

QTL is to prepare and submit a fully completed application package to the TSA Enrollment Services & 

Vetting Programs (ESVP).  A separate application package must be submitted for each reader seeking 

listing on the SC QTL.  

To begin the process, an applicant need only send an email to the TSA TWIC general technical support 

group TWIC-Technology@tsa.dhs.gov  with a subject line “Request SC QTL Application”.  In the body of 

this email list your organization and two points of contact with their contact information (email, phone, 

address).  Upon receipt of this email, a TWIC SC QTL Program Applicant Agreement and a TWIC SC QTL 

Program Product Application form will be sent to the applicant.   

Once the applicant has completed the aforementioned forms, the applicant will return the completed 

forms (known as an application package) to TSA. The applicant returned application package should 

attempt to include any available product documentation and test results obtained from appropriately 

accredited, third party test laboratories demonstrating conformity to non-functional technical 

requirements (e.g., UL, FCC) as referenced in the TWIC specification. The paragraphs that follow provide 

guidance on completing various sections of the application. The completed application package will then 

need to be returned to the TSA ESVP at TWIC-Technology@tsa.dhs.gov with a subject line “Request for 

SC QTL Self-certification Kit”.  Once received, TSA will review the request for correctness and 

completeness, prepare a self-certification kit, and forward it to the applicant.   

 

  

mailto:TWIC-Technology@tsa.dhs.gov
mailto:TWIC-Technology@tsa.dhs.gov
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3.1.1 Setting a Course: Deciding on what product features to test 
 

TWIC cards and the TWIC program have a focus of using an identity credential in a physical access 

control environment.  PIV card are more focused on logical access.  These perspectives influence 

functionality between TWIC and PIV. 

One of the most frequent questions asked of the TWIC program by stakeholders is: 

What defines a TWIC reader1? 

For the purpose of this document the definition of what constitutes a TWIC reader is: 

1. A device, stand-alone or composed of multiple components, some of which require continuous 

connectivity to each other, able to connect to the TWIC card application, per specification, 

either over the contact interface or contactless interface. 

2. The ability to read the TWIC Signed CHUID and process the information to determine/establish 

that : 

a. The TWIC has not expired 

b. The TWIC has not been canceled by checking the TWIC maintained Canceled Card List 

c. The TWIC Signed CHUID has not been altered (by validating the embedded Signature of 

Data with the provided public key within the X.509 v3 Public Key Content Signing 

Certificate). 

3. Additionally, if fingerprint matching is supported, the capability to obtain the TWIC Privacy Key 

(TPK), read the enciphered Fingerprint Biometrics container, recover the cleartext fingerprint 

card holder reference template, obtain a live fingerprint sample and then perform a matching 

operation to achieve a result of PASS or FAIL. 

A critical step for the Applicant is to understand what TSA considers a portable reader or fixed reader; 

and it is not packaging!  Understanding the TSA classification rationale will simplify the Applicant’s work 

in terms of aligning a product offering to a classification and the scope of claims to be tested by the 

Applicant or their designated testing entity. 

TSA has chosen to classify readers based on intended operational usage.   

TSA defines each reader type classification at a high level in Section 4.2.1 of the TSA SC QTL 

Administrative Manual.  Specifically: 

“Testing falls into two basic categories: 

(A) Portable Reader – A device that does not rely upon an always-available networked component.  
Physical access is ultimately determined by the portable reader (human) operator. 
 

(B) Fixed Reader – A device connected to a physical access control system which may involve other 
components.  Physical access is ultimately determined by the access control system.” 

 
1 TWIC cards also support a populated PIV card application to enable use of TWIC cards in a PIV only 
environment.  Using only PIV functionality does NOT characterize a device as a TWIC reader. 
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Given this TSA perspective, the Applicant is strongly recommended to consider their product submission 

by first internally answering the following two questions: 

1) Does my product require connectivity to another system to perform each transaction? 

2) Does the access decision come from a central system? 

If you answer YES to either question, your organization should select FIXED for the reader classification. 

If you answer NO to both questions, your organization should select PORTABLE for the reader 

classification. 

Another important decision an Applicant needs to address is what TWIC specification options are to be 

included in the self-certification process for the product offering. 

The reader specification can be confusing to designers when deciding what option is best to meet a 

given Mode of operation.  This guide exists to suggest one possible mix of options based on the 

experience of TSA evaluating and observing several TWIC reader solutions since inception of issuance in 

October 2007. 

The authors of this document leveraged TWIC reader historical knowledge to craft a suggested option 

per reader mode an Applicant might consider when attempting to meet all specification requirements 

for a given Mode of operation.   

These are suggestions only, as the specification permits, in places, alternate TWIC reader options to be 

used driven by the nature of the Applicant’s envisioned use environment, mix of technology, and 

prevailing policies.  In the end, TSA does not mandate how a given requirement is achieved.   

 

NOTE: Some of the suggested ideas presented here may be covered by Patents or other Intellectual 

Property rights unknown to either the authors or TSA.   Due diligence is recommended.  
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Each mode defined in the TSA specification for a TWIC reader is illustrated here at a high level: 

 

 

This navigation guide suggests one path for each reader Mode: 

 

Mode 1 – STATIC IDENTIFICATION 

The reader should employ the TWIC Signed CHUID option. 

Rationale: The TWIC Signed CHUID holds the official TSA static identifier reference of the FASC-N.  The 

TWIC Signed CHUID is also where the Content Signing Public Key X.509 v3 certificate resides for checking 

all signed TWIC card application data objects.  The credential expiration date is present in the TWIC 

Signed CHUI data object.  Other option paths available for Mode 1, such as the TWIC Unsigned CHUID , 

would require the Applicant’s TWIC reader utilize the TWIC Security Data Object (SDO) to validate the 

unsigned CHUID was not altered.  However, validation of the SDO object itself requires the TWIC 

Content Signing Certificate Public key, held in the TWIC Signed CHUID, thereby making use of the TWIC 

unsigned CHUID less attractive.  The PIV card application is not used for this Mode. 
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Mode 2 – CRYPTOGRAPHIC AUTHENTICATION 

The reader should obtain the TWIC reference FASC-N and credential expiration date from the TWIC 

signed CHUID and then select the PIV card application to perform the proof of origin operation for card 

authenticity after first reading and validating the Card Authentication certificate stored in the PIV card 

application.  (The current TWIC card application has no cryptographic capability). 

Rationale: The TWIC Signed CHUID is the source of the reference FASC-N; not the PIV Card 

Authentication Certificate.  This suggestion permits comparison of the TWIC reference FASC-N to the 

FASC-N value present in the Subject Alternate Name extension of the Card Authentication Certificate 

stored in the PIV card application.   Further, a future technology refresh of the TWIC card may decouple 

the TWIC and PIV card applications obviating the need to ever use the PIV card application for TWIC. 

 

 

Mode 3 – BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION 

For a contact reader, with TWIC card application is selected to obtain the reference TWIC FASC-N and 

credential expiration date from the TWIC signed CHUID (using Mode 1).  The reader should then read 

the TWIC Privacy Key (TPK) object, then the enciphered Fingerprint Biometrics object, decipher the 

enciphered Fingerprint biometric data using the TPK, validate the biometric data header and signature  

and finally perform a biometric match using a live sample and the aforementioned data as the card 

holder reference.  NOTE: The order of reading the TPK container and the TWIC enciphered Biometrics 

container is not critical nor enforced by the TSA testing regimen. 

A contactless reader biometric match requires that the TWIC TPK information also be available to the 

reader; either via an online lookup service, or cached in a table organized by a FASC-N index available to 

the TWIC solution.  TSA suggests capturing the TPK, and other information accessible only over a contact 

interface, at time of PACS registration (if used). 

Specification Note: The TPK is not accessible over the contactless interface to preserve the integrity of 

the enciphered data object transfer security mechanism. 

Rationale: Permits comparison of the reference TWIC FASC-N to the FASC-N value in the deciphered 

Fingerprint template patron header.  The PIV card application is not used for this Mode. 
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Mode 4 – COMBINED AUTHENTICATION 

The reader should perform a TWIC Signed CHUID read, a Mode 2 PIV card authentication operation, and 

a Mode 3 TWIC biometric match.  The order of operation is suggested to be a TWIC Signed CHUID read,  

then Mode 3 TWIC then Mode 2 PIV to minimize selecting between card applications. 

Mode 4 is strongly recommended for all registration of a TWIC card. 

Rationale: Provides a strong two-factor authentication process without need to enter a PIN (which is not 

available over the contactless interface).  Both the TWIC and PIV card applications must be used due to 

the fact cryptographic operations are limited to the PIV card application for current generation TWIC 

cards. 

---------------------------------------------------  

The suggested guidance on options detailed in this section, if all suggestions are selected by the 

Applicant, will likely be accepted by TSA as the rationale for each choice is known in advance. 

If an Applicant’s product offering selects options different from those suggested, TSA might likely 

require the Applicant explain the rationale of each alternate option choice to TSA and, how they address 

for using their option choice all security and cross-check requirements detailed in the TWIC reader 

specification. 
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3.1.2 Sample of a Completed TWIC Reader Application Form 
The form has two pages which need to be completed by the applicant: 
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3.2 TSA Review of the Application and Providing a Self-Test Package to the Applicant 
The TSA PMO will review the Applicant’s TWIC Reader Application Form for completeness and accuracy 

and conduct a detailed examination (product review) to assess the product’s conformance to the TWIC 

specification and its characteristics claimed by the applicant.  The reader specifications and the 

Applicant claims are reviewed to ensure that the reader falls within the parameters of a TWIC PMO 

recognized TWIC reader.  The Applicant’s list of proposed claims is then examined to ensure the 

adequacy and appropriateness of the self-tests to be identified by TSA in the self-test package.  If the 

PMO approves the application package provided by the Applicant, the product will be registered into the 

TSA SC QTL system by assigning a unique SC QTL Identification number (SC QTL-ID) to be associated with 

the Applicant’s specific combination of reader hardware, software, and the set of claims that shall 

comprise the self-certification testing to be performed.  A self-certification kit will then be sent to the 

Applicant.     

This kit should likely include the following: 

Documentation including: 

- NEXGEN Specification Part 1, Part 2 Part 3, and Part 4  April, 2024 

- Reader (Legacy) Revised Specification – V3 – 2023 -07-24 

- Self-Test Administrative Manual 

- Product specific Derived Test Requirements (DTR) which is a complete list of specification 

functional requirements to be satisfied for each of the security modes of operation 

- Test Procedures; test steps to be performed to satisfy each of the DTRs 

Tools including: 

- A set of 20+ test cards to be used in the self-certification compliance tests.  

- Optional Use of PDF 417 bar code to obtain TPK 

- Access information to obtain a third-party software package and related documentation for 
biometrically personalizing each of the test cards with the Applicant’s principal investigator’s 
fingerprints (if biometric testing Modes 3 and 4 are enabled). 

 

An EXCEL spreadsheet tool has been developed for TSA listing all the required Applicant’s DTR test 

requirements to be tested or claimed.  This DTR list is derived from the information provided in the 

TWIC Reader Application form.  The internal to TSA further produces a list of the specific tests to be 

performed and the test cards required to test a given DTR.   This EXCEL tool generates a unique list, for 

this Applicant application, of each test case and the test cards required.   

The following are excerpts from an example DTR and Test Case lists produced for a fictional product 

(shown in the Application Form example) by the internal TSA tool:   
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DTR List Excerpt 
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Test Cases List Excerpt 
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3.3 Applicant testing and TSA correspondence during Testing 
 

Once the Applicant, or their contracted Test Laboratory receives the self-certification kit and their SC 
QTL-ID from the TWIC SC QTL PMO, self-certification testing on the reader may begin.  The testing 
should consist of completing all of the testing requirements from the list provided in the self-
certification kit.  If one or more functional tests fail, the Applicant needs to be aware of this if testing is 
performed by other than the Applicant.  Any technical problems with the Applicant reader product 
should be resolved between the Applicant and the entity doing the testing.  When consultation with the 
TWIC PMO is required to resolve a technical problem, the Applicant point of contact is expected by TSA 
to initiate the communications.   In general, the Applicant or other designated point of contact may 
contact the TWIC PMO for all general non-testing questions and comments related to the TWIC SC QTL 
program. All correspondence and communication should be directed to: 
 

Attention: Joshua Whann 

Transportation Security Administration 

Enrollment Services & Vetting Programs (ESVP) 

6595 Springfield Center Drive, 

Springfield, VA 22150 

Phone number or Email address 

 

GUIDANCE: Where Mode options exist (e.g., CHUID reading) the Applicant should select ONE of the 

Mode options available (e.g., Mode 1 use the Signed CHUID data object) and perform only those tests 

identified for the selected Mode option.  When reporting results each Mode option selected for testing 

should be clearly articulated. Refer to Section 3.1.1 for suggestions where options exist. 

One card in the test set is a prototype NEXGEN TWIC card running on a revised smart card platform.  

Though meant only as a compatibility test, this card can also be used by the Applicant to evaluate the 

additional functionality of NEXGEN to determine if any of the new features merit adding functionality to 

a given product offering. 

It is suggested the use of TWO production-issued TWIC cards be accessible to the Applicant.  One of 

these cards would be ACTIVE (not canceled, not expired). The second card should be either EXPIRED or 

CANCELED.  (One technique to obtain a CANCELED TWIC car is to report an ACTIVE TWIC lost to TWIC 

customer support and have a new ACTIVE TWIC sent as a replacement.  There is a cost of $60 for 

obtaining a CANCELED TWIC card in this manner. 

Additionally, TWIC system issued TWIC cards can be used in the self-testing environment as an 

“unknown issuing authority” as they are issued from a different issuance platform than all the test cards.  

 Once testing is completed,  the Applicant has two TWIC system issued cards that can be used to validate 

TWIC compatibility by simply adding the TWIC card chain of trust to the list of trusted certificates / 

signing authorities into the product or related access control system. 
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3.4 Applicant Testing Results Sent to TSA 

 
When testing is complete, the Applicant shall send a report of their product conformance testing results 
to the TWIC SC QTL PMO.  The results report sent to TSA must be accurate and complete.  This report 
shall include the required detailed testing results produced from each of the completed test scenarios.  
Copies of other certifications from additional certified testing laboratories (e.g., U.L.) used to satisfy 
electrical, safety, environmental and other physical requirements shall also be included as well as all 
required self-attestations based on Applicant claims.  
 
If the reader has successfully passed all self-certification requirements, the testing entity shall provide a 
letter to that effect to the TWIC SC QTL PMO including a recommendation to list the reader on the SC 
QTL.  This letter should also include any special experience or problems encountered while running the 
tests and any suggestions for improving the self-certification test procedures.  Appendix D.1 of the 
Administrative manual provides an example of such a letter.  
 
GUIDANCE: Informing TSA the positive characteristics of the self-certification AND the challenges that 

might be overcome will assist TSA in improving the self-certification over time. 
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3.5 TSA Review of Applicant Results and Posting to the SC QTL 

 
Once TSA receives the Applicant Testing Results a conformity checklist for the tested product is 

developed by the PMO after reviewing the detailed test reports submitted.  This review may take some 

time to complete so the Applicant needs to be patient if a listing decision is not immediately 

forthcoming. Checking with the TSA point of contact occasionally is encouraged. 

If the PMO determines that the product does not comply, details for corrective action are provided by 

the PMO to the Applicant.  The Applicant must provide written evidence appropriate to the resolution of 

non-conformities within specified time limits.  Such evidence may be a self-attestation or an additional 

report from a testing laboratory.  The Applicant also has the option of submitting an objection to the 

determination by filing a complaint as described in Section Error! Reference source not found. of the 

Administrative manual. 

If the product is determined to have satisfied the minimum set of TWIC specification requirements, the 
PMO issues a letter to the Applicant stating TSA’s intent to post the product on the TWIC SC QTL. The 
letter and the listing on the SC QTL shall include the SC QTL-ID number for reference purposes and the 
effective date of SC QTL listing.  The webpage shall also include a high-level listing of the features of the 
product that were tested. 
 
GUIDANCE: Allow some time for TSA to review the self-testing results. If no correspondence is received 
after 30 days it may be worth checking-in with the TSA PoC for a status update. 

 

3.6 Annual Requirement to Certify the SC QTL product is Available and Unchanged 

 
The TWIC SC QTL webpage list those products that have successfully completed self-certification testing.  
In addition to the SC QTL-ID each reader listing includes information on the features of the reader that 
were tested (i.e., biometric interface, card interface, TPK Source, authentication modes supported, 
indoor or outdoor use, any limitations vis-à-vis the TWIC specification with respect to environmental 
requirements, etc.).   
 
Once an applicant’s reader is listed on the SC QTL it must be re-affirmed by the Applicant on an annual 
basis that the reader is still available and unchanged. The Applicant or their testing entity shall perform 
full regression testing and send the results to the TWIC QTL PMO.  Failure to notify the TWIC SC QTL 
PMO annually may result in the product being removed from the SC QTL.  The Applicant may appeal any 
removal from the TWIC SC QTL as defined in Section 9 Appeals of the Administrative Menu. 

All Test cases are conducted as per TWIC Reader Revised Specification - V2 - 2021-12-09.   

Test Cards ae using SHA 256 Hash algorithm.  Note: Readers must be able to process TWIC using  SHA 1 
(128) and TWIC using SHA2  (256).   

GUIDANCE: Simply copying the previous year’s testing results is highly discouraged.  TSA may supply a 
new card set at any time which is not guaranteed to replicate the prior card set mix of good and faulted 
cards.   
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4. Contact Information 
 

Parties having questions as to the content, applicability, or interpretation of this document may address 

their comments to:  

Attention: Joshua Whann 

Transportation Security Administration 

Enrollment Services & Vetting Programs (ESVP) 

6595 Springfield Center Drive, 

Springfield, VA 22150 
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Additional Informative Attachments 
 

Applicant Information 

Please provide business headquarters information below.  

Applicant Name: _________________________________________________________ 

Address:              _________________________________________________________ 

 

Telephone:               Fax:         

 

 

Approved Signatory: 

 

Name:               Title:      

 

Telephone:         E-mail:   

 

 

Authorized Representative: 

 

Name:               Title:      

 

Telephone:         E-mail:   
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Agreement 

 

 

By submitting this application, I/we, on behalf of  , 

Applicant 

hereby acknowledge and agree to the following: 

 

 

1 I/we will not use any model’s SC  QTL listing status in a way that, in the opinion of TSA: 

1.1 Is inconsistent with the TWIC product’s listing status. 

1.2 Brings the credibility of DHS, TSA, or the TWIC SC QTL Program into question. 

1.3 Is misleading or inaccurate. 

 

2 I/we agree, upon withdrawal, suspension, or revocation of listing status to immediately cease 

and desist any and all advertising or statements claiming conformance of the affected product(s). 

 

3 I/we will use the listing status only in the manner for which it was issued and reference only the 

requirements of the specific standard to which the model was found to be compliant. 

 

4 I/we will not create or otherwise publish in any form(written, electronic, or via internet) any 

document, advertisement, product literature or brochure that references TSA, TWIC or the TWIC 

SC QTL Program in a manner that is not consistent with this agreement. 

 

5 I/we acknowledge that failure to comply with the provisions of this agreement immediately on 

such request by TSA constitutes grounds for suspension or revocation of product’s listing status. 

 

6 I/we agree to maintain a system of traceability between listed model designations, serial 

numbers, and the purchasers of each product. 

 

7 I/we shall not assign this agreement in whole or in part to another party. 
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8   I/we hold PMO officials harmless and indemnify them from fees arising from any and all claims 

with respect to the applicant’s listed products, to the TWIC SC QTL Program, to the TWIC QTL 

conformance statement and/or violation of the terms and conditions of this agreement. 

 

9   I/we agree to notify PMO in writing on company letterhead if the authorized representative 

changes. 

 

10 The TWIC SC QTL Program will maintain confidential all information obtained from the applicant 

and will not disclose such information to any third party without the prior written approval of 

the Applicant. 

 

 

Authorized Representative: 

As the Applicant’s authorized representative, I have the authority to agree to all requirements of this 

document on the Applicant’s behalf and attest that all statements are correct and made in good 

faith. 

 

 

            

Signature of Authorized Representative Date 

 

 

TWIC SC  QTL PMO Representative Acknowledgement: 

 

 

            

Signature Date 

 

 

      

Name (Please print/type) 

 


